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sams teach yourself beginning programming in 24 hours second edition
explains the basics of programming in the successful 24 hours format the
book begins with the absolute basics of programming why program what
tools to use how does a program tell the computer what to do it
teaches readers how to program the computer and then moves on by
exploring the some most popular programming languages in use the
author starts by introducing the reader to the basic language and
finishes with basic programming techniques for java c and others this
complete learning edition includes a cd with all code examples and an ansi
compliant c compiler the c programming language is the grandfather of
most modern structured programming languages such as java c and
pascal sams teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days
differs from other oop books in two main ways many classic oop books
are designed for software engineers and teach at an academic level sams
teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days presents
accessible user friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in
mind other oop books work to present both oop and to teach a
programming language for example object oriented programming in c
although sams teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days
uses java to present the examples the book is designed to present
concepts that apply to any oop environment c essentials in a convenient
easy to use format join the leagues of thousands of programmers and
learn c from some of the best the fifth edition of the best seller sams
teach yourself c in 21 days written by jesse liberty a well known c and
c programming manual author and bradley l jones manager for a number of
high profiler developer websites has been updated to the new ansi iso c
standard this is an excellent hands on guide for the beginning programmer
packed with examples of syntax and detailed analysis of code
fundamentals such as managing i o loops arrays and creating c
applications are all covered in the 21 easy to follow lessons you will
also be given access to a website that will provide you will all the
source code examples developed in the book as a practice tool c is the
preferred language for millions of developers make sams teach yourself
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the preferred way to learn it learn how to how to use c for internet
programming with the hands on techniques and clear explanations this
book discusses some c features that allow rapid development of
solutions such as garbage collection simplified type declarations and
scalability support the book explains key concepts in a simple and
practical manner forms and controls usher in an elegant way to make
dynamic pages the book covers these topics with how to code examples
and projects one of the newest developments in internet programming is
the use of xml and the soap communication protocol net services harness
these two technologies and is covered in later sections of the book in
just 21 days you can acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to
develop applications on your computer and apps that run on android
phones and tablets with this complete tutorial you ll quickly master
the basics and then move on to more advanced features and concepts
completely updated for java 8 this book teaches you about the java
language and how to use it to create applications for any computing
environment and android apps by the time you have finished the book you
ll have well rounded knowledge of java and the java class libraries
using your new skills you will be able to develop your own programs
for tasks such as web services database connectivity xml processing and
mobile programming no previous programming experience required by
following the 21 carefully organized lessons in this book anyone can
learn the basics of java programming learn at your own pace you can
work through each chapter sequentially to make sure you thoroughly
understand all the concepts and methodologies or you can focus on
specific lessons to learn the techniques that interest you most test
your knowledge each chapter ends with a workshop section filled with
questions answers and exercises for further study there are even
certification practice questions completely revised updated and expanded
to cover the latest features of java 8 learn to develop java
applications and android apps using netbeans and google s new android
studio two excellent and free programming platforms covers new
features of java 8 such as closures the most eagerly anticipated
language feature in years easy to understand practical examples
clearly illustrate the fundamentals of java programming discover how
swing can help you quickly develop programs with a graphical user
interface find out about jdbc 4 2 programming with the derby database
and xml parsing with the open source xom class library learn how to use
streams to write programs that communicate with the internet including
socket programming buffers channels and url handling contents at a
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glance week 1 the java language day 1 getting started with java day 2
the abcs of programming day 3 working with objects day 4 lists logic
and loops day 5 creating classesand methods day 6 packages interfaces
and other class features day 7 exceptions and threads week 2 the java
class library day 8 data structures day 9 working with swing day 10
building a swing interface day 11 arranging components on a user
interface day 12 responding to user input day 13 creating java2d
graphics day 14 developing swing applications week 3 java programming
day 15 working with input and output day 16 using inner classes and
closures day 17 communicating across the internet day 18 accessing
databases with jdbc 4 2 and derby day 19 reading and writing rss feeds
day 20 xml services day 21 writing android apps for java appendix a
using the netbeans ide appendix b this book s website appendix c fixing a
problem with the android studio emulator appendix d using the java
development kit appendix e programming with the java development kit this
barnes noble custom edition contains an exclusive chapter on taking
your python to the real world understanding the difference between
python 2 and python 3 exploring and adding python libraries data
analysis with python introducing object oriented python and finding a
python job sams teach yourself beginning programming in 24 hours barnes
nobles exclusive explains the basics of programming in the successful 24
hours format the book s examples are easily readable and understandable
by even those with no previous exposure to programming this book
covers the absolute basics of programming why program what tools to
use how does a program tell the computer what to do readers will
learn how to program the computer and will explore some of the most
popular programming languages in use this book will introduce the reader
to common programming fundamentals using python and progress to
provide an overview of other common programming languages and their
uses this 21 day tutorial teaches one of the most popular programming
languages today this book is aimed towards novice programmers who
wish to make the shift from procedural programming to object oriented
design and programming in c a simple straightforward and hands on
roadmap to the world of computer programming with python teach
yourself visually python is your personal guide to getting you started
in programming as one of the world s most popular and most accessible
coding languages python is your gateway into the wide and wonderful
world of computer science this hands on guide walks you through
python step by clearly illustrated step from writing your very first
python code in a terminal window or the vs code app through to creating
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your own lists dictionaries and custom classes in the book you ll learn
to install python and the tools you need to work with it on windows
macos and linux work with files and folders manipulate text and create
powerful functions that do exactly what you want write clean code
that makes decisions effectively repeats actions as needed and handles
any errors that occur a must have resource for aspiring programmers
starting from the very beginning teach yourself visually python is also
an indispensable handbook for programmers making a transition from
another language sams teach yourself java in 24 hours sixth edition
covering java 7 and android development in just 24 lessons of one hour
or less you can learn how to create java applications using a
straightforward step by step approach popular author rogers
cadenhead helps you master the skills and technology you need to create
desktop and web programs web services and even an android app in java
full color figures and clear step by step instructions visually show
you how to program with java quizzes and exercises at the end of each
chapter help you test your knowledge notes tips and cautions provide
related information advice and warnings learn how to set up your java
programming environment write your first working program in just minutes
control program decisions and behavior store and work with information
build straightforward user interfaces create interactive web programs
use threading to build more responsive programs read and write files and
xml data master best practices for object oriented programming create
flexible interoperable web services with jax ws use java to create an
android app part i getting started hour 1 becoming a programmer hour 2
writing your first program hour 3 vacationing in java hour 4
understanding how java programs work part ii learning the basics of
programming hour 5 storing and changing information in a program hour 6
using strings to communicate hour 7 using conditional tests to make
decisions hour 8 repeating an action with loops part iii working with
information in new ways hour 9 storing information with arrays hour
10 creating your first object hour 11 describing what your object is like
hour 12 making the most of existing objects part iv programming a
graphical user interface hour 13 building a simple user interface hour 14
laying out a user interface hour 15 responding to user input hour 16
building a complex user interface part v moving into advanced topics
hour 17 creating interactive programs hour 18 handling errors in a
program hour 19 creating a threaded program hour 20 reading and
writing files part vi writing internet applications hour 21 reading and
writing xml data hour 22 creating services with jax ws hour 23
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creating java2d graphics hour 24 writing android apps part vii
appendixes appendix a using the netbeans integrated development
environment appendix b where to go from here java resources appendix c
this book s website appendix d setting up an android development
environment if you want to teach yourself to program start here this
book uses the most popular programming language to introduce you to
computing s most powerful and useful skills learn the basic concepts
and principles of programming in a gradual step by step easy to
understand way master the basics of program structure learn how to
get input from the user and how to output information to the screen and
printer build user interfaces to make with learn how to use arithmetic
operators and then master more complex subjects such as arrays this
book covers basic input output how to display text on the screen and
get a response from the user control flow how to organize the program
using the basic techniques of structured programming sequence selection
and iteration numbers and words how to use the arithmetic operators to
perform calculation with numbers and how to work with strings of
characters arrays how to work with variables more powerfully by
using one dimensional and two dimensional arrays pointers how to work
with the addresses in your computer s memory disk files how to open
close read from and write to disk files this sequel to the bestselling
teach yourself windows programming in 21 days is a 21 day tutorial on
learning windows programming the second edition features all the new
programming protocols and functions involved with the newest version
of microsoft windows not only is this book about learning to program
but will also cover topics that classes and other books do not teach
you this book provides specific instructions and easy to follow snippets
to teach you how to code properly whats included within html and
javacript programming tutorials introduction to programming and coding
what are variables and how to use them all about arrays and logic
statements all about functions and how they work how to write your
first program qbasic in a logical easy to follow format this excellent
tutorial will have readers performing advanced programming techniques
such as drawing graphics and adding music in just a few short weeks
features q a sections to help answer common questions users have
about learning qbasic includes a comprehensive glossary that provides
definitions for key programming terms this edition expands coverage of the
c library updates the windows programming overview to windows 95
and adds material pointing towards c schildt also adds some defensive
coding to the examples so they will compile as both c and c programs if
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you want to learn computer programming but don t know which
language to start with this is the book for you in just 24 lessons of
one hour or less any beginner can get a solid introduction to the basics
of computer programming and learn to write simple programs for any
platform windows mac and mobile using a straightforward step by step
approach each lesson in this carefully crafted tutorial builds upon the
previous one allowing you to learn all the essentials of programming
from the ground up once you ve mastered these fundamentals the book
introduces you to several of the most popular computer programming
languages today and helps you decide which language to learn first step
by step instructions carefully walk you through the most common
programming tasks practical hands on examples show you how to apply
what you learn to create your own programs quizzes and exercises at
the end of each lesson help you test your knowledge and stretch your
skills learn how to set up your programming toolkit with widely
available free downloads create simple programs in javascript that get
user input and display output process numbers and words use variables
to hold information merge strings together tell programs how to make
decisions create algorithms to count data values and accumulate
totals use javascript to create interactive web pages improve a user s
experience with cookies debug your programs before going live structure
programs for readability apply your programming skills to more
advanced languages like java use object oriented programming techniques
choose between other popular languages like c and c html5 and css3
visual basic and net and php distribute and sell your programs novice
programmers can learn the basics in 24 hours from one of the most
successful beginning programming authors using proven techniques perry
focuses on the qbasic programming tool found on every dos or windows
based pc in just 24 sessions of one hour or less sams teach yourself go
in 24 hours will help new and experienced programmers build software
that s simpler more reliable and far more scalable this book s
straightforward step by step approach guides you from setting up your
environment through testing and deploying powerful solutions using
practical examples expert go developer george ornbo walks you through
go s fundamental constructs demonstrates its breakthrough features
for concurrent and network programming and illuminates go s powerful
new idioms every lesson builds on what you ve already learned giving
you a rock solid foundation for real world success step by step
instructions carefully walk you through the most common go
programming tasks and techniques quizzes and exercises help you test
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your knowledge and stretch your skills practical hands on examples
show you how to apply what you learn notes and tips point out
shortcuts solutions and problems to avoid two bonus chapters
available online hour 25 creating a restful json api and hour 26
creating a tcp chat server learn how to get productive quickly with go
development tools and web servers master core features including
strings functions structs and methods work with types variables
functions and control structures make the most of go s arrays slices
and maps write powerful concurrent software with goroutines and
channels handle program errors smoothly promote code reuse with
packages master go s unique idioms for highly effective coding use
regular expressions and time date functions test and benchmark go code
write basic command line programs http servers and http clients
efficiently move go code into production build basic tcp chat servers and
json apis register your book at informit com register for convenient
access to the two bonus chapters online downloads updates and or
corrections as they become available sams teach yourself object
oriented programming in 21 days differs from other oop books in two main
ways many classic oop books are designed for software engineers and
teach at an academic level sams teach yourself object oriented
programming in 21 days presents accessible user friendly lessons designed
with the beginning programmer in mind other oop books work to present
both oop and to teach a programming language for example object
oriented programming in c although sams teach yourself object oriented
programming in 21 days uses java to present the examples the book is
designed to present concepts that apply to any oop environment the sams
teach yourself in 24 hours series provides 24 one hour lessons with
structured steps to guide the user through real world tasks this book
offers novices a guide to programming basics beginning with the basic
aspects of the mfc classes robert shaw then jumps into the more
advanced usage and operation of the classes each of the chapters
includes real world programming examples that demonstrate the simple
and advanced aspects of the selected mfc classes disk includes all
source code from the book for both visual c and zortech c a highly
segmented approach to mastering the prowess of java technology from
core topics to present day features unique coverage of java teaches the
language by applying mastery learning one idea at a time in sequential
order clear writing with numerous examples and exercises review skills
check in each chapter mastery skills check at the end of each chapter
sams teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days differs from
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other oop books in two main ways many classic oop books are designed
for software engineers and teach at an academic level sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days presents accessible user
friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in mind other oop
books work to present both oop and to teach a programming language
for example object oriented programming in c although sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days uses java to present the
examples the book is designed to present concepts that apply to any oop
environment in just 24 lessons of one hour or less sams teach yourself
javascript in 24 hours helps you learn the fundamentals of web
programming using the javascript language designed for beginners with no
previous programming experience this book s straightforward step by step
approach shows you how to use javascript to add a wide array of
interactive features and effects to your web pages every lesson builds
on what you ve already learned giving you a rock solid foundation for
real world success step by step instructions carefully walk you
through the most common javascript programming tasks practical hands
on examples show you how to apply what you learn quizzes and
exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your skills learn
how to use javascript to build dynamic interactive web pages debug
scripts create scripts that work in all browsers write clear reliable
and reusable code use object oriented programming techniques script with
the dom manipulate json data work with html5 and css3 control css
with simple javascript code read and write cookies use some of the new
ecmascript features today match patterns using regular expressions
understand and use closures organize your code with modules sams
teach yourself cobol in 24 hours teaches the basics of cobol
programming in 24 step by step lessons each lesson builds on the previous
one providing a solid foundation in cobol programming concepts and
techniques this hands on guide is the easiest fastest way to begin
creating standard cobol compliant code business professionals and
programmers from other languages will find this hands on task oriented
tutorial extremely useful for learning the essential features and
concepts of cobol programming writing a program can be a complex task
concentrating on one development tool guides you to good results
every time there will be no programs that will not compile rev ed of sams
teach yourself c in one hour a day jesse liberty siddhartha rao bradley
jones 6th ed c2009 intended for programmers producing games for the
internet this manual details the development of four full internet games
assuming some working knowledge of java the text focuses on the
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advanced features of game development and includes a cd rom that offers
sample applications and demo software consisting of 24 one hour
lessons this book teaches the reader how to quickly and easily write
graphical programs for both x windows based systems such as linux and
microsoft windows six sections guide the reader through the basic to
advanced functions and shows how to apply that knowledge to make a
qt programming language sams teach yourself c programming in one hour
a day seventh edition is the newest version of the worldwide best seller
sams teach yourself c in 21 days fully revised for the new c11 standard
and libraries it now emphasizes platform independent c programming using
free open source c compilers this edition strengthens its focus on c
programming fundamentals and adds new material on popular c based
object oriented programming languages such as objective c filled with
carefully explained code clear syntax examples and well crafted
exercises this is the broadest and deepest introductory c tutorial
available it s ideal for anyone who s serious about truly mastering c
including thousands of developers who want to leverage its speed and
performance in modern mobile and gaming apps friendly and accessible it
delivers step by step hands on experience that starts with simple tasks
and gradually builds to professional quality techniques each lesson is
designed to be completed in hour or less introducing and clearly
explaining essential concepts providing practical examples and
encouraging you to build simple programs on your own coverage includes
understanding c program components and structure mastering essential c
syntax and program control using core language features including
numeric arrays pointers characters strings structures and variable
scope interacting with the screen printer and keyboard using functions
and exploring the c function library working with memory and the
compiler contents at a glance part i fundamentals of c 1 getting
started with c 2 the components of a c program 3 storing information
variables and constants 4 the pieces of a c program statements
expressions and operators 5 packaging code in functions 6 basic program
control 7 fundamentals of reading and writing information part ii
putting c to work 8 using numeric arrays 9 understanding pointers 10
working with characters and strings 11 implementing structures unions
and typedefs 12 understanding variable scope 13 advanced program
control 14 working with the screen printer and keyboard part iii
advanced c 15 pointers to pointers and arrays of pointers 16 pointers
to functions and linked lists 17 using disk files 18 manipulating strings
19 getting more from functions 20 exploring the c function library 21
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working with memory 22 advanced compiler use part iv appendixes a ascii
chart b c c reserved words c common c functions d answers visual c
programmers can use this guide to learn to write small fast efficient com
components using the active template library written by a professional
developer who applies atl in his everyday development the book covers
the basic building blocks of com programming and discusses in depth the
more commonly used features of the active template library combined
with site offering code and working examples from the book the friendly
tutorial style of sams teach yourself e commerce programming with asp
in 21 days empowers you to create your own online stores quickly and
easily using online proven methods stephen walther an expert e commerce
developer provides you with an understanding of online commerce
applications then guides you through the use of vbscript and asp s built
in objects enabling you to create your own dynamic database driven e
commerce solutions this book does not stop at just creating the online
store the author teaches you to create order tracking systems manage
advertising create store reports personalize the shopping experience and
much more visual basic programming techniques are presented in a logical
and easy to follow sequence that helps you really understand the
principles involved in developing programs the reader begins with learning
the basics to write a first program and then moves on to adding voice
music sound and graphics after reading this book the reader will be able
to write their own dlls create activex controls use object linking and
embedding ole and write visual basic programs that support multiple
document interface and much more various topics covered are properties
controls and objects graphics controls methods interfacing with
windows arrays ole and other topics data control and sql multiple
document interface activex sound programming and directsound building
activex controls and all the latest features of visual basic think of
all the things you could do in 24 hours go sightseeing read a book learn
php sams teach yourself php in 24 hours is a unique learning tool that is
divided into 24 one hour lessons over five sections starting with the
basics you will discover the fundamentals of php and how to apply that
knowledge to create dynamic websites with forms cookies and
authentication functions you will also find out how to access
databases as well as how to integrate system components e mail ldap
network sockets and more a support website includes access to source
code php updates errata and links to other relevant websites sams teach
yourself php in 24 hours is a quick and easy way to learn how to create
interactive websites for your end user this barnes noble custom edition
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contains an exclusive chapter on taking your python to the real world
understanding the difference between python 2 and python 3 exploring and
adding python libraries data analysis with python introducing object
oriented python and finding a python job sams teach yourself beginning
programming in 24 hours barnes nobles exclusive explains the basics of
programming in the successful 24 hours format the book s examples are
easily readable and understandable by even those with no previous
exposure to programming this book covers the absolute basics of
programming why program what tools to use how does a program tell
the computer what to do readers will learn how to program the
computer and will explore some of the most popular programming
languages in use this book will introduce the reader to common
programming fundamentals using python and progress to provide an
overview of other common programming languages and their uses in just
24 lessons of one hour or less you can learn how to use html and css
to design create and maintain world class web sites using a clear down
to earth approach each lesson builds upon the previous one allowing
even complete beginners to learn the essentials from the ground up full
color figures and clear step by step instructions help you learn quickly
practical hands on examples show you how to apply what you learn
quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your
skills learn how to build your own web page and get it online in an
instant format text for maximum clarity and readability create links to
other pages and to other sites add graphics color and visual pizazz to
your web pages work with transparent images and background graphics
design your site s layout and typography using css get user input with
web based forms publicize your site and make it search engine friendly test
a web site for compatibility with different browsers make your site easy
to maintain and update as it grows free access to online learning lab
register your book at informit com register for free exclusive access to
the online learning lab to supplement this book s lessons video
walkthroughs to show you how to complete the step by step examples
in the book fast and fun online quizzes to test your understanding of
each lesson updates or corrections as they become available



Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in
24 Hours

2001-11-02

sams teach yourself beginning programming in 24 hours second edition
explains the basics of programming in the successful 24 hours format the
book begins with the absolute basics of programming why program what
tools to use how does a program tell the computer what to do it
teaches readers how to program the computer and then moves on by
exploring the some most popular programming languages in use the
author starts by introducing the reader to the basic language and
finishes with basic programming techniques for java c and others

Sams Teach Yourself C in 21 Days

2003

this complete learning edition includes a cd with all code examples and an
ansi compliant c compiler the c programming language is the grandfather
of most modern structured programming languages such as java c and
pascal

Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented
Programming in 21 Days

1997-09-11

sams teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days differs from
other oop books in two main ways many classic oop books are designed
for software engineers and teach at an academic level sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days presents accessible user
friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in mind other oop
books work to present both oop and to teach a programming language
for example object oriented programming in c although sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days uses java to present the
examples the book is designed to present concepts that apply to any oop



environment

Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 10 Minutes

2002

c essentials in a convenient easy to use format

Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days

2004-12-14

join the leagues of thousands of programmers and learn c from some of
the best the fifth edition of the best seller sams teach yourself c in 21
days written by jesse liberty a well known c and c programming manual
author and bradley l jones manager for a number of high profiler
developer websites has been updated to the new ansi iso c standard this
is an excellent hands on guide for the beginning programmer packed with
examples of syntax and detailed analysis of code fundamentals such as
managing i o loops arrays and creating c applications are all covered in
the 21 easy to follow lessons you will also be given access to a
website that will provide you will all the source code examples
developed in the book as a practice tool c is the preferred language for
millions of developers make sams teach yourself the preferred way to
learn it

Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in
24 Hours

2020

learn how to how to use c for internet programming with the hands on
techniques and clear explanations this book discusses some c features
that allow rapid development of solutions such as garbage collection
simplified type declarations and scalability support the book explains
key concepts in a simple and practical manner forms and controls usher in
an elegant way to make dynamic pages the book covers these topics with
how to code examples and projects one of the newest developments in



internet programming is the use of xml and the soap communication
protocol net services harness these two technologies and is covered in
later sections of the book

Sams Teach Yourself C# Web Programming in 21
Days

2002

in just 21 days you can acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to
develop applications on your computer and apps that run on android
phones and tablets with this complete tutorial you ll quickly master
the basics and then move on to more advanced features and concepts
completely updated for java 8 this book teaches you about the java
language and how to use it to create applications for any computing
environment and android apps by the time you have finished the book you
ll have well rounded knowledge of java and the java class libraries
using your new skills you will be able to develop your own programs
for tasks such as web services database connectivity xml processing and
mobile programming no previous programming experience required by
following the 21 carefully organized lessons in this book anyone can
learn the basics of java programming learn at your own pace you can
work through each chapter sequentially to make sure you thoroughly
understand all the concepts and methodologies or you can focus on
specific lessons to learn the techniques that interest you most test
your knowledge each chapter ends with a workshop section filled with
questions answers and exercises for further study there are even
certification practice questions completely revised updated and expanded
to cover the latest features of java 8 learn to develop java
applications and android apps using netbeans and google s new android
studio two excellent and free programming platforms covers new
features of java 8 such as closures the most eagerly anticipated
language feature in years easy to understand practical examples
clearly illustrate the fundamentals of java programming discover how
swing can help you quickly develop programs with a graphical user
interface find out about jdbc 4 2 programming with the derby database
and xml parsing with the open source xom class library learn how to use
streams to write programs that communicate with the internet including
socket programming buffers channels and url handling contents at a



glance week 1 the java language day 1 getting started with java day 2
the abcs of programming day 3 working with objects day 4 lists logic
and loops day 5 creating classesand methods day 6 packages interfaces
and other class features day 7 exceptions and threads week 2 the java
class library day 8 data structures day 9 working with swing day 10
building a swing interface day 11 arranging components on a user
interface day 12 responding to user input day 13 creating java2d
graphics day 14 developing swing applications week 3 java programming
day 15 working with input and output day 16 using inner classes and
closures day 17 communicating across the internet day 18 accessing
databases with jdbc 4 2 and derby day 19 reading and writing rss feeds
day 20 xml services day 21 writing android apps for java appendix a
using the netbeans ide appendix b this book s website appendix c fixing a
problem with the android studio emulator appendix d using the java
development kit appendix e programming with the java development kit

Java in 21 Days, Sams Teach Yourself
(Covering Java 8)

2015-12-22

this barnes noble custom edition contains an exclusive chapter on taking
your python to the real world understanding the difference between
python 2 and python 3 exploring and adding python libraries data
analysis with python introducing object oriented python and finding a
python job sams teach yourself beginning programming in 24 hours barnes
nobles exclusive explains the basics of programming in the successful 24
hours format the book s examples are easily readable and understandable
by even those with no previous exposure to programming this book
covers the absolute basics of programming why program what tools to
use how does a program tell the computer what to do readers will
learn how to program the computer and will explore some of the most
popular programming languages in use this book will introduce the reader
to common programming fundamentals using python and progress to
provide an overview of other common programming languages and their
uses



Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, Sams Teach
Yourself (Barnes & Noble Exclusive Edition)

2019-11-25

this 21 day tutorial teaches one of the most popular programming
languages today this book is aimed towards novice programmers who
wish to make the shift from procedural programming to object oriented
design and programming in c

Teach Yourself C++ in 21 Days

1997

a simple straightforward and hands on roadmap to the world of
computer programming with python teach yourself visually python is
your personal guide to getting you started in programming as one of the
world s most popular and most accessible coding languages python is
your gateway into the wide and wonderful world of computer science
this hands on guide walks you through python step by clearly
illustrated step from writing your very first python code in a terminal
window or the vs code app through to creating your own lists
dictionaries and custom classes in the book you ll learn to install
python and the tools you need to work with it on windows macos and
linux work with files and folders manipulate text and create powerful
functions that do exactly what you want write clean code that makes
decisions effectively repeats actions as needed and handles any errors
that occur a must have resource for aspiring programmers starting from
the very beginning teach yourself visually python is also an
indispensable handbook for programmers making a transition from another
language

Teach Yourself VISUALLY Python

2022-07-22

sams teach yourself java in 24 hours sixth edition covering java 7 and
android development in just 24 lessons of one hour or less you can learn



how to create java applications using a straightforward step by step
approach popular author rogers cadenhead helps you master the skills
and technology you need to create desktop and web programs web
services and even an android app in java full color figures and clear step
by step instructions visually show you how to program with java
quizzes and exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your
knowledge notes tips and cautions provide related information advice
and warnings learn how to set up your java programming environment
write your first working program in just minutes control program
decisions and behavior store and work with information build
straightforward user interfaces create interactive web programs use
threading to build more responsive programs read and write files and xml
data master best practices for object oriented programming create
flexible interoperable web services with jax ws use java to create an
android app part i getting started hour 1 becoming a programmer hour 2
writing your first program hour 3 vacationing in java hour 4
understanding how java programs work part ii learning the basics of
programming hour 5 storing and changing information in a program hour 6
using strings to communicate hour 7 using conditional tests to make
decisions hour 8 repeating an action with loops part iii working with
information in new ways hour 9 storing information with arrays hour
10 creating your first object hour 11 describing what your object is like
hour 12 making the most of existing objects part iv programming a
graphical user interface hour 13 building a simple user interface hour 14
laying out a user interface hour 15 responding to user input hour 16
building a complex user interface part v moving into advanced topics
hour 17 creating interactive programs hour 18 handling errors in a
program hour 19 creating a threaded program hour 20 reading and
writing files part vi writing internet applications hour 21 reading and
writing xml data hour 22 creating services with jax ws hour 23
creating java2d graphics hour 24 writing android apps part vii
appendixes appendix a using the netbeans integrated development
environment appendix b where to go from here java resources appendix c
this book s website appendix d setting up an android development
environment

Sams Teach Yourself Java in 24 Hours



(Covering Java 7 and Android)

2011-10-21

if you want to teach yourself to program start here this book uses the
most popular programming language to introduce you to computing s
most powerful and useful skills learn the basic concepts and principles
of programming in a gradual step by step easy to understand way master
the basics of program structure learn how to get input from the user
and how to output information to the screen and printer build user
interfaces to make with learn how to use arithmetic operators and then
master more complex subjects such as arrays this book covers basic
input output how to display text on the screen and get a response from
the user control flow how to organize the program using the basic
techniques of structured programming sequence selection and iteration
numbers and words how to use the arithmetic operators to perform
calculation with numbers and how to work with strings of characters
arrays how to work with variables more powerfully by using one
dimensional and two dimensional arrays pointers how to work with the
addresses in your computer s memory disk files how to open close read
from and write to disk files

Teach Yourself - C

1989

this sequel to the bestselling teach yourself windows programming in 21
days is a 21 day tutorial on learning windows programming the second
edition features all the new programming protocols and functions
involved with the newest version of microsoft windows

Teach Yourself Windows 95 Programming in 21
Days

1995

not only is this book about learning to program but will also cover
topics that classes and other books do not teach you this book



provides specific instructions and easy to follow snippets to teach you
how to code properly whats included within html and javacript
programming tutorials introduction to programming and coding what are
variables and how to use them all about arrays and logic statements
all about functions and how they work how to write your first
program

Teach Yourself Programming The Guide to
Programming & Coding Like a Professional

2018-09-28

qbasic in a logical easy to follow format this excellent tutorial will
have readers performing advanced programming techniques such as
drawing graphics and adding music in just a few short weeks features q a
sections to help answer common questions users have about learning
qbasic includes a comprehensive glossary that provides definitions for
key programming terms

Teach Yourself QBasic in 21 Days

1993

this edition expands coverage of the c library updates the windows
programming overview to windows 95 and adds material pointing
towards c schildt also adds some defensive coding to the examples so
they will compile as both c and c programs

Teach Yourself C

1997

if you want to learn computer programming but don t know which
language to start with this is the book for you in just 24 lessons of
one hour or less any beginner can get a solid introduction to the basics
of computer programming and learn to write simple programs for any
platform windows mac and mobile using a straightforward step by step
approach each lesson in this carefully crafted tutorial builds upon the



previous one allowing you to learn all the essentials of programming
from the ground up once you ve mastered these fundamentals the book
introduces you to several of the most popular computer programming
languages today and helps you decide which language to learn first step
by step instructions carefully walk you through the most common
programming tasks practical hands on examples show you how to apply
what you learn to create your own programs quizzes and exercises at
the end of each lesson help you test your knowledge and stretch your
skills learn how to set up your programming toolkit with widely
available free downloads create simple programs in javascript that get
user input and display output process numbers and words use variables
to hold information merge strings together tell programs how to make
decisions create algorithms to count data values and accumulate
totals use javascript to create interactive web pages improve a user s
experience with cookies debug your programs before going live structure
programs for readability apply your programming skills to more
advanced languages like java use object oriented programming techniques
choose between other popular languages like c and c html5 and css3
visual basic and net and php distribute and sell your programs

Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, Sams Teach
Yourself

2013-12-02

novice programmers can learn the basics in 24 hours from one of the most
successful beginning programming authors using proven techniques perry
focuses on the qbasic programming tool found on every dos or windows
based pc

Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in
24 Hours

1998

in just 24 sessions of one hour or less sams teach yourself go in 24
hours will help new and experienced programmers build software that s
simpler more reliable and far more scalable this book s straightforward



step by step approach guides you from setting up your environment
through testing and deploying powerful solutions using practical
examples expert go developer george ornbo walks you through go s
fundamental constructs demonstrates its breakthrough features for
concurrent and network programming and illuminates go s powerful new
idioms every lesson builds on what you ve already learned giving you a
rock solid foundation for real world success step by step instructions
carefully walk you through the most common go programming tasks and
techniques quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and
stretch your skills practical hands on examples show you how to
apply what you learn notes and tips point out shortcuts solutions and
problems to avoid two bonus chapters available online hour 25
creating a restful json api and hour 26 creating a tcp chat server learn
how to get productive quickly with go development tools and web
servers master core features including strings functions structs and
methods work with types variables functions and control structures
make the most of go s arrays slices and maps write powerful concurrent
software with goroutines and channels handle program errors smoothly
promote code reuse with packages master go s unique idioms for highly
effective coding use regular expressions and time date functions test and
benchmark go code write basic command line programs http servers and
http clients efficiently move go code into production build basic tcp
chat servers and json apis register your book at informit com register
for convenient access to the two bonus chapters online downloads
updates and or corrections as they become available

Go in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself

2017-12-20

sams teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days differs from
other oop books in two main ways many classic oop books are designed
for software engineers and teach at an academic level sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days presents accessible user
friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in mind other oop
books work to present both oop and to teach a programming language
for example object oriented programming in c although sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days uses java to present the
examples the book is designed to present concepts that apply to any oop



environment

Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented
Programming in 21 Days

2002

the sams teach yourself in 24 hours series provides 24 one hour lessons
with structured steps to guide the user through real world tasks this
book offers novices a guide to programming basics

Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in
24 Hours, Second Edition

2001

beginning with the basic aspects of the mfc classes robert shaw then
jumps into the more advanced usage and operation of the classes each of
the chapters includes real world programming examples that
demonstrate the simple and advanced aspects of the selected mfc classes
disk includes all source code from the book for both visual c and
zortech c

Teach Yourself MFC Library Programming in 21
Days

1994

a highly segmented approach to mastering the prowess of java
technology from core topics to present day features unique coverage of
java teaches the language by applying mastery learning one idea at a time
in sequential order clear writing with numerous examples and exercises
review skills check in each chapter mastery skills check at the end of each
chapter



Sams Teach Yourself C in 24 Hours

2000

sams teach yourself object oriented programming in 21 days differs from
other oop books in two main ways many classic oop books are designed
for software engineers and teach at an academic level sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days presents accessible user
friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in mind other oop
books work to present both oop and to teach a programming language
for example object oriented programming in c although sams teach
yourself object oriented programming in 21 days uses java to present the
examples the book is designed to present concepts that apply to any oop
environment

Teach Yourself Java

1998-10-22

in just 24 lessons of one hour or less sams teach yourself javascript in
24 hours helps you learn the fundamentals of web programming using the
javascript language designed for beginners with no previous programming
experience this book s straightforward step by step approach shows you
how to use javascript to add a wide array of interactive features and
effects to your web pages every lesson builds on what you ve already
learned giving you a rock solid foundation for real world success step
by step instructions carefully walk you through the most common
javascript programming tasks practical hands on examples show you
how to apply what you learn quizzes and exercises help you test your
knowledge and stretch your skills learn how to use javascript to build
dynamic interactive web pages debug scripts create scripts that work in
all browsers write clear reliable and reusable code use object oriented
programming techniques script with the dom manipulate json data work
with html5 and css3 control css with simple javascript code read and
write cookies use some of the new ecmascript features today match
patterns using regular expressions understand and use closures organize
your code with modules



Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented
Programming in 21 Days

2002

sams teach yourself cobol in 24 hours teaches the basics of cobol
programming in 24 step by step lessons each lesson builds on the previous
one providing a solid foundation in cobol programming concepts and
techniques this hands on guide is the easiest fastest way to begin
creating standard cobol compliant code business professionals and
programmers from other languages will find this hands on task oriented
tutorial extremely useful for learning the essential features and
concepts of cobol programming writing a program can be a complex task
concentrating on one development tool guides you to good results
every time there will be no programs that will not compile

Teach Yourself Java 1.1 Programming in 24
Hours

1997

rev ed of sams teach yourself c in one hour a day jesse liberty siddhartha
rao bradley jones 6th ed c2009

JavaScript in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself

2018-10-04

intended for programmers producing games for the internet this manual
details the development of four full internet games assuming some
working knowledge of java the text focuses on the advanced features of
game development and includes a cd rom that offers sample applications
and demo software



Sams Teach Yourself COBOL in 24 Hours

1998-11-28

consisting of 24 one hour lessons this book teaches the reader how to
quickly and easily write graphical programs for both x windows based
systems such as linux and microsoft windows six sections guide the
reader through the basic to advanced functions and shows how to
apply that knowledge to make a qt programming language

Sams Teach Yourself C++ in One Hour a Day

2012

sams teach yourself c programming in one hour a day seventh edition is
the newest version of the worldwide best seller sams teach yourself c in
21 days fully revised for the new c11 standard and libraries it now
emphasizes platform independent c programming using free open source c
compilers this edition strengthens its focus on c programming
fundamentals and adds new material on popular c based object oriented
programming languages such as objective c filled with carefully
explained code clear syntax examples and well crafted exercises this is
the broadest and deepest introductory c tutorial available it s ideal
for anyone who s serious about truly mastering c including thousands
of developers who want to leverage its speed and performance in modern
mobile and gaming apps friendly and accessible it delivers step by step
hands on experience that starts with simple tasks and gradually builds
to professional quality techniques each lesson is designed to be
completed in hour or less introducing and clearly explaining essential
concepts providing practical examples and encouraging you to build
simple programs on your own coverage includes understanding c program
components and structure mastering essential c syntax and program
control using core language features including numeric arrays pointers
characters strings structures and variable scope interacting with the
screen printer and keyboard using functions and exploring the c function
library working with memory and the compiler contents at a glance part
i fundamentals of c 1 getting started with c 2 the components of a c
program 3 storing information variables and constants 4 the pieces of a
c program statements expressions and operators 5 packaging code in



functions 6 basic program control 7 fundamentals of reading and
writing information part ii putting c to work 8 using numeric arrays 9
understanding pointers 10 working with characters and strings 11
implementing structures unions and typedefs 12 understanding variable
scope 13 advanced program control 14 working with the screen printer
and keyboard part iii advanced c 15 pointers to pointers and arrays of
pointers 16 pointers to functions and linked lists 17 using disk files 18
manipulating strings 19 getting more from functions 20 exploring the c
function library 21 working with memory 22 advanced compiler use part
iv appendixes a ascii chart b c c reserved words c common c functions d
answers

Teach Yourself Internet Game Programming with
Java in 21 Days

1996

visual c programmers can use this guide to learn to write small fast
efficient com components using the active template library written by a
professional developer who applies atl in his everyday development the
book covers the basic building blocks of com programming and discusses
in depth the more commonly used features of the active template library
combined with site offering code and working examples from the book

Sams Teach Yourself Qt Programming in 24
Hours

2000

the friendly tutorial style of sams teach yourself e commerce
programming with asp in 21 days empowers you to create your own
online stores quickly and easily using online proven methods stephen
walther an expert e commerce developer provides you with an
understanding of online commerce applications then guides you through
the use of vbscript and asp s built in objects enabling you to create your
own dynamic database driven e commerce solutions this book does not
stop at just creating the online store the author teaches you to create
order tracking systems manage advertising create store reports



personalize the shopping experience and much more

C Programming in One Hour a Day, Sams Teach
Yourself

2013-10-07

visual basic programming techniques are presented in a logical and easy
to follow sequence that helps you really understand the principles
involved in developing programs the reader begins with learning the basics
to write a first program and then moves on to adding voice music sound
and graphics after reading this book the reader will be able to write their
own dlls create activex controls use object linking and embedding ole
and write visual basic programs that support multiple document
interface and much more various topics covered are properties controls
and objects graphics controls methods interfacing with windows arrays
ole and other topics data control and sql multiple document interface
activex sound programming and directsound building activex controls
and all the latest features of visual basic

Sams Teach Yourself ATL Programming in 21
Days

2000

think of all the things you could do in 24 hours go sightseeing read a
book learn php sams teach yourself php in 24 hours is a unique learning
tool that is divided into 24 one hour lessons over five sections starting
with the basics you will discover the fundamentals of php and how to
apply that knowledge to create dynamic websites with forms cookies and
authentication functions you will also find out how to access
databases as well as how to integrate system components e mail ldap
network sockets and more a support website includes access to source
code php updates errata and links to other relevant websites sams teach
yourself php in 24 hours is a quick and easy way to learn how to create
interactive websites for your end user



Sams Teach Yourself Linux Programming in 24
Hours

1999-12-01

this barnes noble custom edition contains an exclusive chapter on taking
your python to the real world understanding the difference between
python 2 and python 3 exploring and adding python libraries data
analysis with python introducing object oriented python and finding a
python job sams teach yourself beginning programming in 24 hours barnes
nobles exclusive explains the basics of programming in the successful 24
hours format the book s examples are easily readable and understandable
by even those with no previous exposure to programming this book
covers the absolute basics of programming why program what tools to
use how does a program tell the computer what to do readers will
learn how to program the computer and will explore some of the most
popular programming languages in use this book will introduce the reader
to common programming fundamentals using python and progress to
provide an overview of other common programming languages and their
uses

Sams Teach Yourself E-Commerce Programming
with ASP in 21 Days

1996-04-20

in just 24 lessons of one hour or less you can learn how to use html
and css to design create and maintain world class web sites using a
clear down to earth approach each lesson builds upon the previous one
allowing even complete beginners to learn the essentials from the ground
up full color figures and clear step by step instructions help you learn
quickly practical hands on examples show you how to apply what you
learn quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch
your skills learn how to build your own web page and get it online in an
instant format text for maximum clarity and readability create links to
other pages and to other sites add graphics color and visual pizazz to
your web pages work with transparent images and background graphics
design your site s layout and typography using css get user input with



web based forms publicize your site and make it search engine friendly test
a web site for compatibility with different browsers make your site easy
to maintain and update as it grows free access to online learning lab
register your book at informit com register for free exclusive access to
the online learning lab to supplement this book s lessons video
walkthroughs to show you how to complete the step by step examples
in the book fast and fun online quizzes to test your understanding of
each lesson updates or corrections as they become available

Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 6 in 21 Days

1998

Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours

2004

Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, Sams Teach
Yourself

2019-12-10

Sams Teach Yourself HTML and CSS in 24
Hours (Includes New HTML 5 Coverage)

2009-12-10
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